STAGE 1 OF REHABILITATION

To provide emergency assistance to majority of displaced families, Heritage Foundation is incurring a cost of only Rs. 1,500,000 for 13 villages comprising 1,000 households of Stage 1 of rehabilitation, which consists of providing assistance in kind to all villages, i.e. minimum rights based development, preliminary community disaster preparedness as well as assistance for beginning barefoot enterprises in all villages.

Minimum Rights Based Development

In order for the Barefoot Ecosystem to flourish and maximizing the benefits of barefoot markets and barefoot enterprises it is important that every family is provided with rights based development to attain basic minimum living conditions.

- Minimum Rights Based Development
  - Minimum sharing sanitation @ Rs. 2,500 / family
  - Minimum Shelter @ Rs. 2,500 / family
  - Minimum water per 8 families @ Rs. 2,000 / family
  - Solar panels per 12 families @ Rs. 3,000 / family
  - Pakistan Chulah earthen stove @ Rs. 500 / family.

Preliminary Community Disaster Preparedness

In addition each village is working towards certain set disaster prepared requirements:

a. Earth lime brick platforms for storing water and food.

b. Raised farming for growing vegetables.

c. Community forests with each family responsible for 5 trees in the forest and 2 trees in their compound.

d. Excavating aquifer wells on two ends of each forest to absorb as much flood water as possible.

e. Making earth lime protection walls for preventing free water ingress.

- Earth lime platforms from water and food storage to raised farming.

- Raised farming – vegetables in raised beds.

- Village flood protection elements.

- Community forests with aquifer wells.